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MANAGEMENT OF .RADIOACTIVE LOW LEVEL ·LIQUID,
9

GASEOUS, AND SOLID WASTES IN THE 200 AREAS
1

.

Slide 1 Introduction

Now that several aspects of this site have been described to you
I will discuss how we handle our radioactive wastes, which are not
"high level" by definition, and our plans for the future.X>

-

At one time radioactive wastes were categorized by curie concentra-
tions as "high, intermediate or low. " This numerical system has  now
been replaced by generic definitions.  Mr. Burton will cover high
level wastes with you later today.  These are aqueous wastes which-

cannot be discharged to the environment.  My topic covers all other
radioactive liquid,  gaseous and solid wastes.

The primary concern in the management of radioactive wastes is pro-
tection of both employees and the public from undue radiation exposure.'

In order to guard against such a development, control is applied to
A                    keep below the ERDA Manual Chapter 0524 exposure guides.  As new tech-

nology becomes available to continue reducing radionuclides in specific
1

waste streams, it is carefully examined for its cost benefit ratio and
                     applied if the ratio appears favorable.  Concentrations of radionuclides

in the waste discharges are kept as far below those shown in the

 

Energy Research and Development Administration Manual, Chapter 0524,
 

Annex 1, Table II, as possible by application of this philosophy.

Slide 2 We believe that this philosophy is best applied by implementing
certain key management phases.  First, there must be effective separa-
tion of wastes so that the only discharges to the environment meet the
"as  low as technically and economically practical" requirement.  Then
the effluent must be monitored.  Next, at specific points of release,
close surveillance for radioactivity and paths of migration is
required.  And, most important, there must be prompt feedback of
monitoring results to permit timely and effective corrective action.
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With  this in mind, our objectives are:

e   To control liquid and gaseous streams within plant systems to
minimize radiation exposure to employees, site workers and the
public.

e   To ensure that radionuclide concentrations in discharged wastes,·                       are "as low as technically and economically practical" and in
compliance with other concepts and authorized guides in ERDA
Manual Chapters 0511  and 0524.

e   To minimize radionuclide uptake by plants or animals from
underground solid and liquid wastes.

And, to provide for future retrievability of transuranic elements
in interim storage sites.

Slide 3 Program

Because of adherence to the "as low as technically and economically
practical " philosphy and Chapters  0511  and 0524 guides, current waste
management practices release even less radioactive material to the
environment than in 1972, the last full year of fuel reprocessing
operations. In that year, as Mr. Unruh pointed out earlier, public
exposure due to all Hanford operations was almost imperceptible.  An
equal amount of attention is given to employee radiation exposure
which, in 1975, averaged about 280 millirems compared to an allowable
annual occupational exposure of 5,000 millirem whole body dosage as
established by Chapter 0524.  A program is in effect to further                 '

1

reduce these exposures to as low as practical.

Numerous improvements in reducing radionuclide releases have been                made.  Some stem from items outlined for the Academy in 1969.  The              i
f.-.              status of these items is reported in Appendix I.

The practices which are currently employed for handling radioactive
i

waste are outlined below.  We are striving, in addition, to minimize            s
i

the incidence of inadvertent releases through tighter controls and
identification of causes so corrective action can be taken.

1

i

,-
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Slide 4 Solid Waste

Solid waste is essentially dry material.  If moisture is present, it is
sorbed by the material.  It is confined to marked burial sites, perma-
nently recorded, where the dry Hanford soil holds the radionuclides in
confinement.  Six and one-quarter million cubic feet of solid waste

-                  have been buried here since startup in 1944, in 30 sites covering
168 acres, and containing about 1.92 million curies of radionuclides

through 1975.  Evidence at Hanford exists to show that radionuclide
migration under solid waste disposal sites does not occur.  Planned
studies will further characterize in detail the soils under the
burial sites in the 200 Areas.

Burial practices  vary with the type of waste being handled, as
follows:

e   Failed process.equipment such as tanks, columns, agitators and
pumps, normally contaminated to high radiation intensities, is
packaged in wood, metal and concrete boxes, or in plastic.  Spread
of contamination to the environment is unlikely during transporta-
tion to the burial ground.  We cover the boxes with 10 to 20 feet
of earth.  Radiation at ground level over these burial sites is
maintained at less than one millirem per hour.  The potential
for the contamination uptake by plants or animals is lessened
by frequent surveillance and corrective measures.

0   Very large failed equipment systems from the Purex Plant are
stored in an underground railroad tunnel.

e   Construction debris, cleanup materials, laboratory supplies, and
small tools contaminated to low radiation intensities are placed
in cardboard, wood or metal boxes.  At least four feet of earth
cover is used to ensure that radiation at grade level is less

--                   than one millirem per hour.

I   Transuranic contaminated trash and scrap materials have been
segregated since 1970 as combustible or non-combustible and

packaged in steel drums for storage in separate modules.  Larger
items of transuranic waste are packaged in steel or in fiberglass-

impregnated plywood boxes.  In both cases burial under four feet
of earth is conducted anticipating retrieval within 20 years as
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contamination-free packages.  The total plutonium accumulated

from 1944 through 1975 is about 400 kilograms in 28 solid waste burial
sites.

Slide 5 Gaseous Waste

-                 Emissions to the atmosphere from the production and waste management
facilities are limited to air streams with which process gases may
be combined. These contain relatively low concentrations of radio-
nuclides, either in  gaseous or entrained particulate form.  The
composition of the gas streams varies from facility to facility.
Most of the nitrogen oxides developing from plutonium separation and
uranium recovery processes are scrubbed out with water in the acid
recovery process; iodine-131 is  reduce8 to innocuous levels by decay

in aged fuel elements.  Particulate material is removed by scrubbing
or filtration through sand, fiberglass, and other high efficiency
media.  A continuous flow from 64 principal process building stacks,
totaling 1.33 x 1013 liters, was monitored in 1975.

Other air exhausts (e.g., personnel-occupied areas) are not filtered,
but are sampled on a routine basis.  Starting in fiscal year 1975 and
continuing in fiscal year 1976, a program has been underway to more
precisely analyze and measure the particle sizes and radioactivity
in the stack gases compared to the amount of radioactivity measured

by the installed systems.  Deficiencies have been identified in
monitoring systems and these studies allow us to change the config-
urations to improve measurement precision.  Even so, Manual Chapter

i 0524 Table II concentration guides are being met.

Slide 6 Liquid Waste

Most of the liquid effluent is cooling water used id condensers and-                                                                                                                                                                                                           5
cooling coils.  These streams, 1.47 x 1010 liters in 1975 containing less

-
than 3.21 beta curies, are routed to open bonds where the water perco-          1
lates to the water table.  Radiation monitoring instruments are installed        
on all such streams of high contamination risk to divert the streams to         i
retention facilities if excessive radionuclide concentrations develop.           i
These volumes may then be reprocessed.  Retired ponds, and the ditches

/

f
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...,i4                    leading to them, have been covered with several feet of soil and

revegetated with shallow-rooted grasses.  Liquid levels in currently-
used ponds are maintained to minimize access by plant and animal
life to contaminated sediments.

Other potential effluent streams arise from the condensation of
:

process vapors, steam, and evaporator overheads.  These streams are
treated before release to reduce the radionuclides to "as low as

f                  technically and economically practical" levels. These effluents are
:                    then directed to underground cribs where the sorptive capacity of the

soil retains the minute quantity of long-lived radionuclides remaining.

j                    Except for tritium, our releases to cribs are within Chapter 0524
Table II concentration guides for all but three condensate  streams.

3                    These are process and steam condensates from the Waste Fractionization
Plant and the process condensate from the high-level waste tank farm.
In the latter case operating problems with ion-exchange facilities

.,

i have not been resolved and continue under investigation.  When the
Purex Plant resumes operation in 1978, recently installed recycle and
evaporative capacity is expected to bring process condensates and

ammonia scrubber wastes into adherence with Table II concentration

I                    guides.

: The close surveillance which these radionuclides in the soil require
is provided  by our extensive ground water sampl ing and analysis program

s                    involving 106 wells in the 200 Areass as well as site monitoring by

Battelle-Northwest.  During 1975 a total of 760 water samples from
: these wells were analyzed.  When long-lived radionuclides such as
1    i

.i

· strontium-90, cobalt-60 or cesium-137 are detected in the ground

water at concentrations approaching one-tenth of Chapter 0524 Table II

concentration guides, the crib site is deactivated.  Migration to the

water-table is thus slowed and ultimately ceases.  We do not expect
: to observe breakthrough of these radionuclides in future operations.
,                    Tritium does percolate to the water table at essentially the same

rate as water discharged to the crib.  It may enter the ground water
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4                    directly below the crib at greater than the concentration guides

in Table II but is rapidly diluted by the ground water to less than

such guides.  Mr. Unruh has already discussed the insignificance of

such releases.

-

Slide 7 The above handling of our wastes is supported by Company policy state-

ments and guided by internal procedures to strengthen the overall
'.

control of the program.  These documents specify holdup of work or
: operations that could exceed concentration  guides„identification

and forceful correction of deviations from procedures, management
'

review of corrective action, and followup through inspections and

audits to ensure corrective action is implemented.  Practices designed

to reduce the potential for occasional' spreads of radioactivity to
the environment have been instituted.

In 1974 functions related to monitoring for and surveillance over

radioactivity were moved to an audit group separate from production

to provide greater emphasis and to assure adherence to requirements

for minimizing release of radioactive materials to the environment.

Approximately 100 people are engaged full time in this effort.  The

scope of this work includes surveillance over all 200 Area radioactive

waste disposal sites, as well as locations where inadvertent spills

have occurred.  In 1975 this surveillance included over 250 separate
locations and 75 miles of road systems at frequencies varying from

monthly to annually.  Over 2200 sample analyses were made, primarily

air and water, but including animal tissue and vegetation.  In addi-

tion to this effort, nearly 9,000 samples of all types of wastes are

taken annually be production personnel for inventory purposes.  This

is in addition to the environmental monitoring program by Battelle-

Northwest.  A summary is shown in Table I, attached.

-                 We believe this separate audit function to be an essential step in

the assessment of our management practices.  It amounts to a double-

check and support to those who have the primary assignment for data-

taking and compilation  and helps to prevent omissions or unsatisfactory
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conditions.  The review and analysis of all radiation waste data
will be further strengthened starting in fiscal year 1977 to increase
the formality of redundant reviews.

Slide 8 Future Plans

Capital additions or  modifications to the physical plant that will

extend controls, improve containment or help reduce radionuclide
release to "as low as technically and economically practical" are
continually under construction or being proposed.  These are listed
through fiscal year 1981 in Appendix II.  For each general waste type,
the principal objectives of these projects are as follows:

e   Solid Wastes -- A twenty-fold reduction in the volume of combustible
radioactively contaminated solids being buried will be achieved
through the installation of an incinerator. The effective burial
volume  will then approximate 6,000 cubic feet per year, reduced
from 120,000.

e   Gaseous Waste -- The routing of exhaust air from nonprocess areas
in an  existing oberating plant and major laboratory is being

redirected through high efficiency particulate air filters.  This
will prevent radionuclide release to the atmosphere should a spill
or unusual condition affect these areas.

0   Liquid Effluents -- Elimination of high-risk process condensate
releases by in-plant recycling or evaporation, provision of heat
exchanger barriers between cooling waters and process materials, and

i treatment of contaminated laundry water now going to a ditch will
be achieved.

Slide 9 We have covered our current manner of operation and physical facilities
which are now under construction, on the drawing board or being planned.
Beyond this, however, we have a continuing need for new technology for
assessing more firmly the impact of our waste management upon man and
his environment, more knowledge about long-term radioactive waste
storage in the soil, and how we can decommission, decontaminate or             :

dispose of complex facilities and equipment.  These problems are
addressed by our Research and Engineering Division in the following
programs.
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t                    e   Methods Development - Environmental Studies -- FY 1977-78

The objectives of this program are:  (1) development of analytical
techniques and instrumentation in both the laboratory and the
field for environmental characterization and waste management

s                         activities, and (2) development of methods, including mathe-
matical correlations, to evaluate the risks to man of various
types of long-term environmental contamination.  These tools will

aid in the establishment of criteria for stabilization or cleanup
; of disposal sites.

i e   Storage Operations - Burial Grounds FY 1976-78

The objective of this program is to provide improved and sophis-
ticated long-term methods for radionuclide-contaminated solid
waste underground burial, continuing to provide isolation from
the ecosystem for current types of waste as well as wastes from

future decommissioning programs and other ERDA wastes.  We are
i                         represented on a national committee for solid waste burial

practices and expect committee input to this technology development.

0   Burial Practices in an Arid Environment -- FY 1977-78

The objective of this program is to develop improved technology
applicable to the shallow land burial of low-level radioactive
solid waste in an arid environment. On the basis of more than
30 years' experience in arid land burial at Hanford, several
areas of investigation are logical for study.  Development of
improved burial ground criteria and improved techniques for surface
stabilization, monitoring and surveillance will be pursued.

e   Long-Term Management of Contaminated Soils and Sediments FY 1977-78

The objective of this program is a comprehensive plan for the long-
term management of these facilities based on knowledge of the types
of materials and contaminants contained within each area, and cost
and feasibility information for the various alternative methods of
managing each site.  The potential for upward migration of radio-
active materials in the soil will be explored in further depth, as
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well as any other credible royte needing additional research.
Suitable long-term management plans will then be identified for
each specific site or classes of sites.

The following areas of study are included in long-term technology
-                 programs.

e   Contaminated Equipment Volume Reduction
'

The objective of this program is to develop and demonstrate
methods for reducing the volume of radioactively contaminated
metallic items to a size and form suitable for long-term storage
or disposal.  There is an estimated 4.7 million cubic feet of
these metallic items at Hanford.  Of this amount, 80 percent
is buried in the 200 Areas.  This is mostly failed or obsolete
equipment, e.g., concentrators and fractionization columns.  Most
equipment has a 90 to 95 percent void volume. Long-term safe
storage or disposal will be expensive.

0   Actinide Trench Characterization

Contaminated sediments underlying approximately 12 liquid waste
disposal facilities containing the largest inventories of plutonium
will be sampled by drilling.  Previous small-scale programs have
indicated plutonium penetration under cribs as far down as 55 feet
where the concentrations were in the nanocurie range.  Over 99 per-
cent  of the plutonium is held within the first 30 feet.  Test holes
at each site examined will be pulsed to determine the reactivities

 
of the sediments penetrated.  Samples from the test holes will be

'

analyzed for plutonium and americium, and assessments made of the

quantities and distributions of these actinides.  The waste
retention parameters of these samples will also be evaluated and

-                   migration models formulated which can be utilized to predict the·
behavior of plutonium and americium under a variety of disposal

-                   and environmental conditions. The models will be used to assess

the hazards posed by the long-term or ultimate storage of actinides
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·i                      in the ground. Development engineering measures designed to
curtail or to prevent the hazardous migration of actinides in

·

the ground will be formulated concurrently.

e   Air Quality Studies

A program in conjunction with Battelle-Northwest is planned using
telemetering stations located at strategic locations throughout

;-                         the 200 Area plateau to continue studies of air quality as related
1 -                         to radionuclides.  Resuspension and fallout data into, within, and

out of the 200 Area plateau will be correlated with previous en-
vironmental air sampling programs to better define any contribution
from existing radionuclides within the 200 Area plateau.  Future

-                         emissions from stacks and vents crom tank farms and cribs will be

studied further to better understand the mechanisms through which

they could affect 200 Area air quality.  Simulated accidental

releases will be studied for potential airborne contamination
 

problems.  Episodic events such as range fires and dust devils
will be simulated in the laboratory  and in the field and studied

-                         as to airborne release potential.

e   Biological Uptake

A program to continue characterization of the plants, mammals,

insects and birds in and adjacent to waste management sites will
'

be contracted to Battelle-Northwest.  Tissue samples of water-
: fowl, insects and plants from waste sites will continue to be
; radiochemically analyzed to determine radionuclide contamination

levels.  The role of plants in uptake and concentration of radio-
nuclides in waste burial sites will be further investigated by

i determining plant root depths and radionuclide levels in plants
growing on waste sites.  Factors affecting uptake and concentration
of technetium, strontium, cesium, plutonium and americium from

Hanford soils will be further explored in greenhouse studies.
Techniques to assess radioactive dose to biota in waste sites by

use of implanted dosimeters will be tested.  Various soil treat-

ments beneficial in stabilizing disturbed areas such as establishing
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and maintaining vegetation over decommissioned ponds will be

assessed and the cost-effectiveness compared.

It is our intention to request funding for all waste control facili-

ties for which justification can be developed and to continually make

priority lists for this work available to the Energy Research and

Development Administration.

Slide 10  In summary, then, we believe one measure of the effectiveness of our

solid, liquid and low-level waste management program, and probably the
best one, is the essentially imperceptible level of radiation exposure
which the public receives from all waste disposal activities.  This

exposure is but one-hundredth of one percent of natural radiation

background.

Despite the above accomplishments, we avoid complacency and our

concern is not limited to the present generation.  We are focusing

our program on making the environment even safer for future genera-

tions than it is today.  Modifications to our practices today and

our plans for the development of new technology to better contain

and control radionuclide releases to "as low as technically and
economically practical" are extensions of our past philosophy.

The next speaker will be Mr. Dabrowski who will discuss current                 :

management of low-level radioactive wastes under the control of

United Nuclear Industries.

H

6-23-76
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Table 'I
APPROXIMATE ANNUAL EFFORT LEVEL FOR SURVEILLANCE AT

WASTE DISPOSAL POINTS AND INVENTORY SAMPLING

AND ANALYSIS PROGRAM IN THE

200 AREAS IN 1975

Number Approximate Number Approximate
of . No..of Ground    of      Number of

Loca- Surface Moni- Loca- Samples and

Disposal Points
tions toring Read- tions Analyses

ings

Surveillance

Ambient air                    13                              680

Cribs, specific retention\                      <15    760 (water)
trenches,

shoreline of  -  180
230 2 15 15 (mud)

ponds and ditches 114 28 (aquatic veg.)
1 1 10 (terrestrial veg.1

l--                        6   (a n i m a l)

Ground water 106 740
wells

Burial grounds & tunnels       27          54

Unplanned release sites        33          66

Roads (B-C Cribs) 15 mi                            4

Plant Roads 60 mi                            12

Inventory Maintenance

Exhaust gases                                          63      6000 (est.)
1 Cooling waters, process                                              22         2500 (est. )

condensates, laundry wash
water.

Solid waste burials                                     6      250-300 (est.)
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;                                           Appendix I

Status of Improvements.,Publ ished  in  the
1969 Presentation to the National Academy of Science

A number of desired improvements for better control of atmospheric

releases and liquid effluents were listed in the 1969 document,

"Management of Radioactive Wastes at the Hanford Plant."  A brief

description of significant work in response to these items is covered

below.

1.  Reduce oxides of nitrogen released -- Although not a question of

radioactivity, a prototype gas-fired burner was installed at the

uranium oxide (U03) plant to treat the nitrogen oxides resulting

from the calcination of uranyl nitrate to uranium oxide.  This

operation did reduce the nitrogen oxides released, but used excessive

energy.  However, nitrogen oxide concentrations at the reservation

boundary when Purex and U03 Plants resume operation will be within the

Environmental Protection Agency limit of 0205 parts NOII- per million
parts of air.

2.  Eliminate diversion of contaminated organic solvents to cribs --

Improvements in operating procedures have been made in plants using

solvent extraction steps to store deteriorated organic solvents

until an adequate incineration step can be developed.

3.  Eliminate diversion to cribs of high salt wastes containing plutonium

The high salt waste streams from plutonium recovery operations were

diverted to underground storage tanks and later evaporated.  Waste

solidification facilities are approved now for installatiod in the

Plutonium Processing facility.

4.  Provide capability for diverting high-contamination-risk condensates

'to storage for later evaporation -- Facilities for routing Purex Plant           i

process condensates and ammonia scrubber wastes to evaporators are

currently being installed.
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5.  Improve reliability of diversion and confinement systems -- The problem

was the occasional release of radionuclides to cooling waters because

of equipment failure.  The cooling water headers leading to open ponds

were provided with diversion valves (activated by radiation sensors)

-                which now route the flow to special covered and lined trenches in case

of radiation levels above acceptable limits for uncontrolled areas.

Pump-out capability exists for transfer of these volumes to the plants

for reprocessing.

6.  Develop instrumentation for on-line detection of very low radioactivity

levels -- Development projects managed by ARHCO are being conducted by

Battelle-Northwest for improved off-gas particulate sampling and measure-

ment.  Improved instruments for road and track monitoring have been

developed.  Product losses in the Plutonium Processing Plant have been

reduced by the development and installation of neutron and gamma counters

on the extraction columns.  Prototype instrumentation for a range of

low energy X-rays has been developed and used in monitoring cooling

waters at lower detection limits.  Prototype equipment has been devel-
oped and nonroutine "in situ" assays in water effluents can now be
performed, directly reading out radionuclide concentrations.

7.  Develop analytical capability permitting lower radiation detection

limits -- Laboratory wet chemistry procedures have been developed

which allow identification of actinides (plutonium, neptunium, americium)

at Chapter 0524, Table II concentration guides.  Routine analysis

procedures are now available which have lowered fission pfoduct detec-
!

tion limits by a factor of five.  The sensitivity of nonroutine analyses

in special cases has been increased from 10-5 to 10-10 curies per

milliliter.  Field detection in monitoring wells has been improved for

fission products to the nanocurie range.

6-23-76
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Appendix II

Projects Under Construction or Proposed

Completion
Items Years

•  Recycling of process condensate streams in the Purex Nearly
Plant to reduce the release of radionuclides to the complete

„                 environment.

e  Routing of ammonia scrubber wastes in the Purux Plant FY 1977a

to an existing concentrator for evaporation.  This will

decrease by 50-85 percent the total fission product

beta curies discharged to the ground for all chemical

separations operations.

e  Installing improved exhaust air filtration provisions in FY 1977a
a major laboratory to prevent radionuclide escape to the

atmosphere should a material spill occur outside the

normal work areas.

I  Installing high efficiency particulate air filters on FY 19772

B Plant service area ventilation exhausts to reduce

potential radionuclide escape to the atmosphere if
abnormal conditions develop in these areas.

I  Providing facilities for the in-plant solidification of FY 1977a

high salt waste streams in the Plutonium Processing

Plant and subsequent packaging in drums.

0  Providing receiver-sampler tanks for contaminated FY 1978b

laundry wash solutions, solids flocculating and

separations facilities, and other auxiliary equip-
ment to decontaminate laundry effluents now going to

--            a ditch.

e  A secondary coolant loop for the Waste Encapsulation FY  1979b,

Plant capsule storage pool to provide a barrier to radio-

nuclide release in the event of a capsule failure.
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J

Completion
Items Years

e  A new laboratory facility with capability to FY ]980c

E accurately measure low levels of radioactivity in

environmental samples without the high radiation

background and potential cross contamination

associated with process samples.

e  New facilities for the Plutonium Processing Plant to FY 1980c

provide secondary coolant loops for the three major

processes and for the ventilation system seal water;
:

and effluent retention and monitoring capability.

I e  Solid waste incineration facilities to significantly FY  1981 c

reduce the volume of combustible radioactively con-

taminated solids currently being buried from

120,000 to 6,000 cubic feet per year.

a  Approved projects.

b  Engineering studies completed or underway.

c  Proposed in latest long-range budget planning.

6-21-76
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MANAGEMENT  OF  LOWLEVEL  WASTES

e EFFECTIVE WASTE SEPARATION

0   EFFLUENT MONITORING                   '

0   SURVEILLANCE AFTER RELEASE
4

e   FEEDBACK OF RESULTS

0 CORRECTIVE MEASURES

..--
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OBJECTIVES

0     MINIMAL  HUMAN  EXPOSURE

0 RELEASES BELOW AUTHORIZED LIMITS

e MINIMAL BIOTA UPTAKE

0     FUTURE TRANSURANIC RETRIEVAL                  '
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P R O G R A M

0 ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
MANUAL  CHAPTERS  0511/0524  GUIDELINES

0 IMPERCEPTIBLE EXPOSURE  TO  PEOPLE

0     CONTINUED TECHNOLOGY IMPROVEMENTS

.
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OPERATING PRACTICES

SOLID  ASTE

0     RECORDED  BURIAL/MARKED  SITES

0 FAILED PROCESS EQUIPMENT

0 TRASH AND SCRAP

...

TRANSURANICS
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O P E R A T I N G P R A C T I C E S

GASEOUS WASTE

0     LOW  RADIONUCLIDE  CONCENTRATION

e     MOSTLY  VENTILATION  AIR//

PROCESS  GASES  ADDED
.

SCRUBBING  AND  FILTRATION                 '

e     FLOW  MONITORING
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OPERATING PRACTICES

LIQUID  WASTE  (LOW  LEVEL)

e   COOLING WATERS -- PONDS

e   CONDENSATES -- CRIBS

I   MONITORING PROGRAM 4
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MEASUREMENT AND C O N T R O L

0     POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

OVERALL SURVEILLANCE EFFORT

0 AUDIT FUNCTION

.
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F U T U R E PLANS

PHYSICAL  PLANT  ADDITIONS

0 SOLID WASTE INCINERATION

e FILTERING NONPROCESS AREA EXHAUSTS

0 ELIMINATION OF HIGH-RISK EFFLUENTS
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FU TURE PL A N S

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPM ENT

0     IMPROVED ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTATION    '

0     IMPROVED BURIAL PRACTICES

0     FAILED EQUIPMENT COMPACTION .

D     ACTINIDE MIGRATION DETERMINATION

0 AIR POLLUTION PATTERNS

0     UPTAKE BY BIOTA
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ACHIEVEMENTS AND CONCERNS

• PUBLIC EXPOSURE

e FUTURE GENERATIONS

0 TENABLE ENVIRONMENT
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